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Abstract
In this paper, we analyze the inherent characteristic of electronic medical records (EMRs) from
actual electronic health (eHealth)systems, where we found that (1) multiple patients would
generate large amounts of duplicate EMRs and (2) cross-patient duplicateEMRs would be
generated numerously only in the case that the patients consult doctors in the same department.
We then proposethe first efficient and secure encrypted EMRs deduplication scheme for cloudassisted eHealth systems (HealthDep). With the integration of our analysis results, HealthDep
allows the cloud server to efficiently perform the EMRs deduplication, and enables the cloud
server to reduce storage costs by more than 65% while ensuring the confidentiality of EMRs.
Security analysis shows that HealthDep is more secure than the Marforio et al.’s scheme (NDSS
2014) and Bellare et al.’s scheme (USENIX Security 2013).Algorithm implementation and
performance analysis demonstrate the feasibility and high efficiency of HealthDep.
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3. IMPLEMENTATION
System Architecture

generate and encrypt EMRs for each patient
and outsource the ciphertexts to the storage
server, and allows the storage server to
perform ciphertext de-duplication to reduce
the storage overhead.
Methodology
• TokenGen(Tag, UserID) - It loads the
associatedprivilege keys of the user and
generate the token with HMAC-SHA-1
algorithm.
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Here is a simple structure of HMAC:

the
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Public Server (Storage Server):
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Yi is the ith block in original message M,

HMAC-SHA-1 algorithm
The working of HMAC starts with taking a
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L = the count of blocks in M

temporary message digest MD’. MD’ again
is appended to an output signature and the
whole is applied a hash function again, the
result is our final message digest MD.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed the first
secure

and

efficient

deduplication

encrypted

scheme

EMRs

for

cloud-

assistedeHealth systems, namely HealthDep.
HealthDep
attacks

is

able

without
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suffering

brute-force
from

the

singlepoint-of-failure problem; the patients
in HealthDep make useof their smartphones
to secure delegation and MLE keys.We have
analyzed EMRs in actual eHealth systems

Fig: -2 Application Dashboard

andpointed out that patients consulted the
doctors with the samedepartment would
generate

numerous

duplicate

EMRs,

whilepatients consulted the doctors with the
different departmentswould generate few
duplicate

EMRs,

which

is

integrated

intoHealthDep to improve the performance
that the storage serverchecks duplicate
Fig: -3 Updating Medicine Information

EMRs. We have provided implementationto
demonstrate the feasibility of HealthDep,
and conducted acomprehensive performance
comparison between HealthDepand

the

existing schemes, which has shown that
HealthDepprovides

a

strong

security

guarantee with a high efficiency.
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